How does the top photo become the
painting below?
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1) I cropped the image from landscape to portrait
2) I reversed the light direction so as to cast shadows on the church. I
added the light to the trees to correspond.
3) I simplified the background.

How to use photography/ Why use a sketchbook
When circumstances dictate, photography is useful. It could be the weather or it could be
health reasons; it could just be you prefer to be a studio painter.
I have a large collection of photography built up over the years – some of it digital but some
not, so the picture is as it is. I have my photos in a box file which is organised according to
location or subject. They are a great resource to add odd details to many paintings or as
designs for paintings in their own right.
Now I use a digital camera – and have files on computer, but my use of photography has not
really changed with the technology. I use a basic point and shoot digital – nothing elaborate
but it suits my needs and of course fits into my kit easily.

When are photographs useful?
Obviously to offer us references in wet weather, or cold weather. A camera can be very useful
to capture fresh fallen snow in morning light or sunlight.
On my residential workshop courses I try to get a photography session completed very early
in the week, so that if we are let down by poor weather we have original references to work
with. This really was vital back in England. Over the years you build up a good reference
library. So on Autumn painting courses , students would bring along the photos they took the
year before – in the event the Autumn tints might have disappeared.
Of course never forget the value of a camera when a transient lighting effect appears – only
to disappear just as quickly – catch it if you can.
But above all else of course photography is often most used in portraiture artwork – animals.
Wildlife and human portraiture. As such artists are often left to come up with a good result
from poor photography (more on that in the portrait modules).

Pitfalls of Photography and how to overcome them
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There are many. We need to be aware that in the simplest sense – cameras can lie! That
gorgeous sunset you took can look dull and lifeless through the lens of a camera.
We need to recognise that photos often distort and bleach out colour.
Always be prepared to be a little disappointed in your photos, even though you were
enthralled by the scene. There is an art in landscape photography and although over the
years my photography has improved (painting will help improve your photography skills) they
still disappoint me. The composition of my photos is generally good but the light and the
colours………….Another story.
A photograph can accentuate light and dark giving the bleached out highlight effect; bleaching
out the sky to white and darkening the shadow areas.
I have a friend who has suggested a lens filter. I would rather not spend too much time
improving the results of my camera, but just to remain constantly aware of the distortions. I
have now got to the point whereby I look upon a bunch of dodgy photos as an opportunity to
do something with them, improve them or just use them as a starting point.
We have to recognise and overcome the limits of photos and under no circumstances copy
your photo, warts and all. You will produce all the faults of the photo in your painting!.
You do learn a lot from photos however; even if it is only that a painter is so much more than
a photocopier. As great a resource as photos can be – they are best used only as a starting
point, until such time as you start to take photos purely for working from = and start to
compose your photos with good composition in mind.
But one are photos can misled for sure in in tonal values. Tonal Values is one of those subjects
which you are best to learn about so that you are not dependant on the photo. The same can
be said for Colour Theory – because at best photos generally disappoint when capturing
colour.

Photo Editing and improving your images (forthcoming video)
I tend to use Photographic references in workshops in a different way. I always encourage
the learner to work from their own original references rather than copy other peoples work.
So periodically we have a photo day where we bring along a bunch of photos – maybe 15 –
20 and proceed to chop, edit and otherwise redesign what we have, to get something out of
them which is usable. Some of them we put to one side as good compositions but poor light.
We love those. As a tutor I enjoy watching my learners get to grips with illuminating their dull
photos and then going on to producing a great painting.
The main advantage of these editing sessions is to both learn about and improve your
composition skills. So I shall be preparing a video training on this.
Conclusion – the best way to get the best from your photos is to learn about Colour Theory
and Composition
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